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Summertime —- and the Living is…
An opportunity to regroup, refuel, and refine our priorities. During
this month of Tammuz, we begin to sense the approaching end of
the Jewish year and take the time to check our “Did I Do It” Lists.
Did I take care of my body this year?
Did I take care of my mind this year?
Did I take care of my soul?
Watching our food intake and increasing our energy output, we’re
likely to improve our bodies. Getting in some worthwhile reading,
signing up for Jewish, Alive & American (summer session begins
July 16) or the Melton Program (next cohort begins August 21st
and 22nd), will exercise our minds. And, developing a personal
prayer practice, doing brief moments of introspection, expressing
gratitude, and being consciously aware of the miracles that constantly surround us will surely elevate our souls.
All three “to-do’s” affirm life. That is the essence of Judaism: “Uv’chartem ba-Chayim.”
As we learned from Rabbi Abraham
Joshua Heschel: "Our goal should be to live life in radical amazement... get up in the morning and look at the world in a way that
takes nothing for granted."

Have a safe and sane July 4th
and remember how precious it
is to live in the U.S.A.!
During the month of July, we will substitute our bi
-weekly services with “Shabbat Around the Valley”
—an opportunity to gather for weekly Shabbat
dinners. Joyous melodies fill the night air as we
enjoy lighting the candles, making Kiddush, saying
Ha-Motzi and enjoying delicious cuisine with fellow congregants Strangers become friends as we
linger together over dessert, enjoying the warmth
of a Shabbat together.
Services at Kraft-Sussman Chapel will resume on August 3, 2012.
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Rabbi’s Message

Dear Chevreh:
If you ask a grammar school student what the
favorite part of the day is and many will answer
“Recess.” In Hebrew, the word is “Hafsakkah.”
Hafsakkah is
also used for intermission.
Whether you call it a recess or an intermission,
a hafsakkah is clearly a break, a rest, time off,
respite.
In the last week of June, I took a hafsakkah…
and it was wonderful. Traveling across country
to spend the weekend with my youngest son,
Jonathon, and his wife, Erin, and their two children, Judah and Willow, brought me to Breezy
Shores---the idyllic spot on Peconic Bay on the
north fork of Long Island. Every summer,
whenever they can get away from their busy
lives in New York, the family shleps all the way
out to almost as far east as one can go and still
be in the United States, to the cottage they rent
in a remote strip along the Bay. Jon’s been going out there since he was single and new to
New York, and he introduced the area to his
friends….all of them in the arts. And they each
rented, or bought, one of the funky little shacks
and little by little, over the years, spruced them
up. With those20-something young people, it
was a place to stay up late at night and sail during the day; and now, some two decades later,
children run bare-bottomed during the day, and
families get together to picnic and turn in early.
What a hafsakkah! Spending time with the kids
was delicious. Literally. We cooked fish fresh
from the ocean, vegetables from the local
farms, and sipped wines from the local wineries. We hunkered down inside when the storms
came through, placing towels along the cracks
in the walls, to keep the rain out. And, when
the sun came out, we puddle-jumped and
watched the rainbows.

We did Havdallah under the crystal clear starfilled sky, and I read Shabbat stories to the kids.
We celebrated Judah’s 6th birthday with all the
kids in the compound coming over for a bouncy
house, playing in the sandbox, and eating a fabulous barbeque. We went out for some surprisingly gourmet dining and took in a movie, “Brave.”
I was able to read one book (Rabbi David
Wolpe’s Why Faith Matters) and get halfway
through the manuscript for another (Rabbi Jill
Hammer’s The Hebrew Priestess).
It may not sound exotic or even exciting to you,
but such a weekend, filled with family and love
was just the hafsakkah I needed; and, while it is
true that each Shabbat provides us with a hafsakkah, this Shabbat was a taste of Gan Eden, this is
the first Shabbat in the seven years I’ve been your
rabbi when I was able to be away with peace of
mind, knowing that Cantor Goldberg was here
and available should you need a clergy-person.
We are fortunate to have Cantor Goldberg with
us…and I am personally deeply grateful.
May you each have a July filled with refreshing,
renewing, restful hafsakkot! May we see each
other at the wonderful Shabbat across the Valley
(many thanks to our hosts Nancy and Cantor
Marla Goldberg, Larry and Carol Bernstein, Marc
and Cindy Fox, and Marlene Silverman); and
may we each take the time to thank G-d for the
many miracles we can enjoy every day, in this
country in which we are all fortunate enough to
live.
Have a great summer.
L’Shalom,

Rabbi Yocheved Mintz, Mashpiah Ruchanit
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Cantor’s Notes :

Here it is my first column for Congregation P’nai Tikvah. Normally, when beginning at a
new congregation I would tell of how happy I was to be joining you, and how I was looking
forward to getting to know everyone. This is not the case for us. We already know each other. I am just shifting my position in the congregation from congregant and substitute prayer
leader to regular prayer leader. I have had the privilege to be a part of P’nai Tikvah for a few
years now and am happy to continue to be a part of this congregation as your cantor. Last
year I had the joy of helping Rabbi Mintz lead services and singing with the choir for the
High Holidays. I look forward to that once more. We had a wonderful choir last year and I
hope choir members will return to sing, and new members will join. All that is required is a
love of singing. I would also love to keep the choir going through the year so it might join
the Rabbi and me on the bima at many services. A children’s choir would also be wonderful.
I want to experience worship services where all who attend continue to feel welcome and are
comfortable in participating in many ways. I want our Days of Awe to continue to be filled
with warmth, holiness, and beautiful music. Working together, all these things can be accomplished, and more.
In the next year I intend to continue my studies, with congregants and any other learning opportunities. A few years ago, at a Cantor’s Conference, Rabbi Larry Kushner was our
‘Scholar-in-Residence’. I took several of his workshops, and while I did not always agree
with what he had to say, it was a great experience to study with him. One of the things he
spoke about did resonate with me very much. The idea is that we should always be learning
and reaching for goals. According to Rabbi Kushner, part of life is attaining a goal, and realizing that you have not attained it at all, but still have more to learn and reach for. We will
always be reaching for knowledge. I really like this idea. People, who stop learning, become
stagnant. They really stop living. For me, I always want to be learning and growing, and
look forward to learning and growing with you in the next year.
I look forward to bringing you my joy of Jewish music, and how it really helps us connect our
prayers to God. I feel as if I have found a home at Congregation P’nai Tikvah, and as Dorothy said, “There’s no place like home.”
L’Shalom,
Cantor Marla Goldberg
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A Birth Certificate shows that we were born.
A Death Certificate shows that we died..
Pictures show that we lived!
Have a seat . . . Relax . . . And read this slowly...
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I Believe....
That just because two people argue, that
Doesn't mean they don't love each other.
And just because they don't argue, that
Doesn't mean they do love each other.
I Believe...
That sometimes when I'm angry I have the right to be angry,
But that doesn't give me the right to be cruel.
I Believe...
That we don't have to change friends if
We understand that friends change.
I Believe...
That no matter how good a friend is, they're going to hurt you every once in a while and
you must forgive them for that.
I Believe...
That true friendship continues to grow, even over the longest distance.
Same goes for true love.
I Believe...
That you can do something in an instant
That will give you heartache for life...
I Believe...
That it's taking me a long time
To become the person I want to be.
I Believe...
That you should always leave loved ones with
Loving words. It may be the last time you see them.
I Believe...
That you can keep going long after you think you can't.
I Believe...
That we are responsible for what
We do, no matter how we feel.
I Believe...
That either you control your attitude or it controls you.
I Believe....
That heroes are the people who do what has to be done when it needs to be done, regardless of the consequences.

Continued on page 5
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I Believe...
That money is a lousy way of keeping score.
I Believe...
That my best friend and I can do anything, or nothing, and have the best time.
I Believe....
That sometimes the people you expect to kick you
When you're down will be the ones to help you get back up.
I Believe...
That maturity has more to do with what types of experiences you've had,
And what you've learned from them....and less to do with how many
Birthdays you've celebrated.
I Believe...
That it isn't always enough to be forgiven by others.
Sometimes, you have to learn to forgive yourself.
I Believe...
That no matter how bad your heart is broken the world doesn't stop for your grief.
I Believe...
That our background and circumstances may have influenced who we are,
But we are responsible for who we become.
I Believe...
That you shouldn't be so eager to find
Out a secret. It could change your life forever.
I Believe...
Two people can look at the exact same
Thing and see something totally different.
I Believe...
That your life can be changed in a matter of
Hours by people who don't even know you.
I Believe...
That even when you think you have no more to give, if
A friend cries out to you...you will find the strength to help.
I Believe...
That credentials on the wall do not make you a decent human being.
I Believe...
That the people you care about most in life are taken from you too soon.
The happiest of people don't necessarily have the best of everything;
They just make the most of everything.
Thank you G-d for all the wonderful people who help us throughout the journey of life...
Submitted by Don Kusel
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Home of the Brave

Through the feel of war they brave this day
How proud they stand, their unselfish way
Our soldiers bear what we cannot see
They assure our right to live life free
Each trained will face an unknown fate
Our support they need, don’t hesitate
Just imagine how this land would be
Without their courage - catastrophe
All the liberties we have grown to know
Would not exist, this life would go
Find a thankfulness within your mind
Speak gratitude for our bravest kind
Have the willingness to show you care
For fallen heroes, hold back no tear
Reach out to God with his guiding light
For our troops do pray, both day and night
America raise your flags to wave
For we truly are 'home of the brave'
by Roger Robicheau

2013 March of the Living

If your teen will be a junior or senior in high school in 2013 and you are interested in getting more information about sending them on the March of the Living,
please contact Carol Jeffries at 804-1333 ext 104. Tell her that you are from Congregation P’nai Tikvah.
The March of the Living is a life-changing journey, with thousands of teens from
60 countries. Beginning in Poland, they march from Auschwitz to Birkenau, the
largest concentration camp built during World War II, and travel to Israel to observe Yom HaZikaron (Israel Memorial Day) and Yom Ha'Atzmaut
(Israndependence Day). This year will be especially memorable because it is the
65th Anniversary of the State of Israel.

Congregation P’nai Tikvah welcomes our new members
Nancey Kasse

Scott, Sabrina, and Ariel

Rabbi Mintz leads Miriam Dance

Sami loves Papa

Rabbi Mintz and Carly
celebrating their Birthday

Congregants enjoying the Oneg
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Barbara Rajabi at her new home in Salem Oregon enjoying the handiwork of G-d

Continued on page 9
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UPDATES
and

Fundraising Opportunities
On’gai Shabbat— Just a few openings left!
We still have a few openings left for those of you who
want to celebrate a simcha or commemorate the memory
of a loved one by sponsoring an Oneg Shabbat. And for
you foodies who want to get your Bobby Flay or Gordon
Ramsey on, there’s still time! Check the schedule below;
an opening is your opportunity:
August 3

SPONSOR & CATERING
OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE
August 17 SPONSOR & CATERING
OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE
Call the office at (702) 436-4900 or email Doris Turrentine
at cptdoris@a for more information or to book your date
now!

Homes are always needed for the various
activities and meetings of our congregation.
Offer a Personal prayer – If you’d like to write
your own, please do so. If you would like to see it
published in the newsletter, e- mail it to
Davida.Lewin@yahoo.com .

Congregation P’nai Tikvah
Earns $3
in MaxPerk Rewards
For Every Donated
Ink or Toner Cartridge
Just like any other organization, Congregation P’nai Tikvah uses a good
deal of office supplies. As a member of Office Max MaxPerks program, CPT earns MaxPerks rewards based on our
purchases and also on used ink and toner cartridges we return to our local Office Max store. Donate your used HP,
Dell and Lexmark ink and toner cartridges to us—either by
bringing them to services or dropping them off at the congregation office—and we’ll earn $3 in rewards for each
cartridge.

TORAH STUDY
THIS MONTH:
There will be no Torah Study for the month of July.
Torah Study will resume on Saturday, August 3rd at
the home of Rabbi Mintz.

Congregation P’nai Tikvah has a New URL,
New Facebook and Twitter Addresses
Make our new web address, www.pnaitikvahlv.org , a
Favorite!
Social networking with our shul is easier than ever! “Like”
us on Facebook at www.facebook.com/pnaitikvahlv and
follow us on Twitter at www.twitter.com/
pnaitikvahlv .
Thanks to member and new mom Danielle
Holland—CPT’s social network maven—for keeping
us current!!

Box Tops For Education are a Simple
Way to Support P’nai Tikvah’s
Jewlicious Learning Program!
Box Tops for Education is a very simple way for
you to contribute to CPT’s Jewlicious Learning program every time you shop! Clip box
tops from hundreds of products.
Each box top is worth 10 cents for
the program, and some products
are offering double and triple box
tops! Bring them to services with
you and place them in the “Box Tops for Education” box. For a complete list of products bearing
the Box Tops for Education symbol, go to: http://
www.boxtops4education.com .
All Box Tops should be brought to Shabbat Services or sent to Dale Gardner cabinutsky@aol.com
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Continued from page 10

Summer Educational Offerings:

WOMEN’S ROSH CHODESH RETREAT

“Jewish, Alive, and American” will be meeting on
Monday evenings July 16, 23, 30, August 6, 13, and
20. The six-session summer section will cover Life
Cycle: Birth to Bar/Bat Mitzvah; Marriage/
Commitment Ceremonies, Divorce, Sexuality, Death
and Dying, Preparation for Days of Awe, Rosh
HaShanah and Yom Kippur. Cost for the course
$120. (Plus $30 for syllabus for new students.)
Please call the office 436-4900 to register.

Taking a break for the month of Tammuz, we
will regroup in August for our annual Retreat.
Now’s the time to register, as space is limited.
We will caravan up to Dale and Vince Gardner’s home in Cedar Breaks, Utah, leaving
Rabbi Mintz’s home at 10 a.m. on August 10th
and we will return around 2:00 p.m. on Sunday, the 12th. Bringing in Shabbat in nature’s
beauty, we will sing, pray, chant, gently hike,
and take in the fullness of the day. If you have
a guitar or other musical instrument, bring it
with you. We will study Par’shat Ekev, and
focus on the issue of “consequences.” This
year, we will all pitch in for the costs of the
food, a gift for our hostess, and gas expenses.
We are estimating that the cost per person for
the weekend will be $75, plus advising that
you bring money for lunch in route both coming and going. Please call the office (4364900) to register. There’s nothing like spending Shabbat up in the mountains!

WANTED: Help in Setting Up the
Worship Area
Getting your home ready for a get-together can be
pretty challenging...especially if you’re short on
time and help. Well, our home at Kraft-Sussman
(as great as it is) requires preparation and set-up
on Friday afternoons so it is ready for services on
Friday evenings. We could definitely use your
assistance with this! Set-up time is cut in half
when a few people pitchin. So step up to perform
this mitzvah (after all, how
close are you to the magic
number 613?) and call the
office at (702) 436-4900 to
volunteer.

Mitzvah Envelopes:
Mitzvah envelopes are given out
at services with the hope that
they will be filled out and returned with a donation for the
congregation. Honoring or remembering loved
ones, giving tzedakah for a MiShebeirach, simply
being thankful for meaningful services, and any
other reason you can think of helps the congregation’s sustainability and funds future
programming.

NEWSLETTER ADS:
If you are interested in placing an ad in the
Kol Kiruv, you are welcome to send the ad to
cptdoris@aol.com The cost is $25 for 1/4 page, $50 for 1/2
page, and $100 for a full page. Placement of ad is subject
to approval by the editor.

For details regarding current CPT fundraisers or suggestions for future fundraising opportunities, please
contact Dale Gardner cabinutsky@aol.com
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JEWLICIOUS LEARNING
Our Jewlicious Learners are off to their various summer activities, and some of
them have taken advantage of a special offer to meet one-on-one with Rabbi Mintz, to
catch up and move ahead at their own pace with their Hebrew studies.
Registration is now open for the 2012-2013 J.L. year and the tuition remains $300 plus
$50 in book and supply fees. This year we are asking that parents submit at least 50%
of the tuition and all of the book/supply fees, prior to September 1st, so we can make
sure we have sufficient teachers, aides, and supplies for the group.
We welcome a new member and Jewlicious Learner, Samantha Linker, and hope her learning will be sweet and friendships be meaningful.
To re-register or register for the first time, please call Doris, at the office (436-4900).

Billy Matt wins the 4th grade writing
award at Quest Academy

Jewlicious Learners earned 2nd place at IID

Jewlicious Learners receives certificate of completion

Rabbi Mintz honors Carly Matt as Teaching Assistant

Front row: Sami Holland and Aaron Segal. Back row:
Rabbi Mintz, Billy Matt, Kali Adler-Swanberg, and
newest student-to-be, Sabrina Linker. (Not present:
Jacob Koubi, Gabriela and Hanna Werner)
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MITZVAH ENVELOPES

Carol & Larry Bernstein
-In honor of Rabbi Mintz's Birthday
-In honor of Carol & Larry's anniversary
Rabbi Yocheved Mintz
-In memory of husband Dr. Alan P. Mintz
Anita Lewy
-In memory of Dr. Alan P. Mintz
Kristen Jaeger & Tim Lockett
-In honor of Rabbi Mintz's birthday
-In honor of Davida's birthday
Doris & Palmie Turrentine
-In memory of Dr. Alan P. Mintz
Dale Gardner
-In memory of my sweet father, Joseph
Sokole
Susan & Rick Bindhamer
Vered & Ira Galor
Roz Tessler

To have a “Chai Contributions”…to life! sent out, please
contact the office at 436-4900, or so indicate on your Mitzvah
envelope. Mitzvah Funds and Tribute Card funds are used
to help maintain and grow the vital programs and services of
Congregation P’nai Tikvah.

Happiness is a choice, a habit, a desire...
You are as young and successful,
as you think you are. Enjoy yourself.

Mi Shebeirach/”Get Well” Wishes to…
Hedda Abbott
Marie Ackerman
Rabbi Chava Bahle
Elliot Bender
Susan Bleiman
Ann Brandt
Aileen Cherner
Judy Collins
Kenny Falk
Helen Feldman
Sylvia Fox
Chad Hall
Lee Hanan
Noah Henry
Arthur Kunis
Davida Lewin Schermer
Garret & Isaac Lewin
Marjorie Lieberman
Dr. Jordan Lurie
Paulee Manich
Harriet Miller
Daniel Mintz
Faith (Fucci) Miquez
Kathy Powell
Edith Rome
Pauline Rosen
Jeff Rosenfeld
Lisa Savran
Richard Steinberg
Valerie Tabor
Doris & Palmie Turrentine
Rabbi Zalman Schachter-Shalomi

It is customary to acknowledge the MiShebeirach
prayers of the congregation with a small donation
made in your loved one’s honor.
TORAH FUND
ISRAELI TREES
PRAYER BOOK DEDICATIONS
OR PURCHASE
For $40.00 a prayer book can either be purchased for personal
use or be dedicated to the congregation “In Memory” or “In
Honor of” and a card from CPT will be sent to the family. The
prayer book plate will be placed on the inside cover of our new
Kol HaNeshamah siddur.
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Happy July
Birthday!!

Minao Kamegai
Joey Goodrich
Marie Ackerman
Alexandra Goodrich
Paula Deal
Emma Barton
Tim Lockett
Barbara Finkelberg
Rick Bindhamer

July 7
July 11
July 16
July 17
July 20
July 22
July 25
July 28
July 30

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY
Lesley & Sam Wagmeister

July 25

Davida’s son Bart,
is getting married
to Mojgan July 2, 2012

If we missed your birthday or an anniversary, we apologize. Please call the synagogue office
at (702) 436-4900 so we can update and correct our records.

KIDZ KORNER for July/Tammuz
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YAHRZEITS
FOR JULY

Morris DeLee
-Remembered by Michael DeLee
Abraham Falk
-Remembered by Carol Bernstein
Evelyn Fried
-Remembered by April Long
Don Mandell
-Remembered by Ann Mandell
Neal Paykel
-Remembered by Garrison Paykel

In the rising of the sun and in its going down,
we remember them;
In the blowing of the wind and in the chill of winter,
we remember them;
In the opening of buds and in the rebirth of spring,
we remember them;
In the rustling of leaves and in the beauty of autumn,
we remember them;
In the beginning of the year and when it ends,
we remember them;
When we are weary and in need of strength,
we remember them;
When we are lost and sick at heart,
we remember them;
When we have joys we yearn to share,
we remember them;
So long as we live, they too shall live, for they are
now a part of us, as we remember them

If we could have a lifetime wish,
A dream that would come true,
We’d pray to G-d with all our hearts,
For yesterday and you!
A thousand words
Can’t bring you back
We know because we’ve tried,
And neither will a million tears,
We know, because we’ve cried.
You left behind our broken hearts,
And happy memories too;
But we never wanted memories,
We only wanted you.

Remembering Friends and Family:
If you know of someone who can use
a little cheer in their life because of
illness or a death in their family-or a
simcha -mazel tov celebration; the
"Sunshine Lady” Phyllis Zuckerman
would like to send a card. Please contact her at:(702)617-0585 or phyllistan@cox.net
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July 4th

The Western Wall

Shabbat Services

July

4

Fourth of July Celebration

July

6

Shabbat Around the Valley—Hosted by Cantor Marla & Nancy Goldberg

July

13

Shabbat Around the Valley—Hosted by Carol & Larry Bernstein

July

16

Jewish, Alive and American

July

20

Shabbat Around the Valley—Hosted by Cindy & Marc Fox

July

23

Jewish, Alive and American

July

27

Shabbat Around the Valley—Hosted by Marlene Silverman

July

29

Tisha B’Av (Community commemorates at Temple Beth Sholom)

July

30

Jewish, Alive and American

Aug

3

Shabbat Services Tot Shabbat 6:30 PM Kabbalat and Maariv Services 7:30 PM

Blessing for the Month of Tammuz
We move from a month of receiving to a month of being tested. Let us
reach within and gather the inner strength to stay focused and connected.

Kol Kiruv, the newsletter of Congregation P’nai Tikvah, is available on-line at www.pnaitikvahlv.org at no cost. If
mailed, hard copy delivery is $36 annually. Please notify us and remit payment .
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